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Abstract
According to usual deﬁnitions, entangled states cannot be given a separable decomposition in terms of
products of local density operators. If we relax the requirement that the local operators be positive,
then an entangled quantum statemay admit a separable decomposition in terms ofmore general sets
of single-system operators. This formof separability can be used to construct classicalmodels and
simulationmethods when only a restricted set ofmeasurements is available.With thesemotivations in
mind, we askwhat are the smallest sets of local operators such that a pure bipartite entangled quantum
state becomes separable?Weﬁnd that in the case ofmaximally entangled states there aremany
inequivalent solutions, including for example the sets of phase point operators that arise in the study
of discreteWigner functions.We therefore provide a newway of interpreting these operators, and
more generally, provide an alternativemethod for constructing local hidden variablemodels for
entangled quantum states under subsets of quantummeasurements.
1.Overview
From early on in the development of quantum theory, alternativemathematical descriptions of the quantum
formalismhave been developedwith themotivation of either simplifying calculations or elucidating the
differences between quantumand classical theories. One of themost famous examples of this is theWigner
distribution [1], whichwas one of the earliest attempts at replacing quantummechanical wavefunctions with
objects thatmore closely resemble probability distributions.
An obstacle to the development of such classicallymotivated descriptions is the phenomenon of quantum
entanglement. Entangled quantum systems exhibit powerful non-classical correlations that do not admit the
most natural classicalmodel, a local hidden variable theory [2].With the advent of quantum information
science, the correlations of entangled quantum systems have been identiﬁed as a powerful resource that can be
used in quantum information processing protocols. Indeed, in some forms of quantum computation it is known
that entanglement is a prerequisite for better-than-classical performance [3]. The non-classical features of
entangled quantum statesmake it difﬁcult towrite down classicalmodels that canmimic the outcomes of
experiments, seeminglymaking it an impossible task.However, inmany realistic situations themeasurements
that can bemade on a quantum system are highly restricted, either because of experimental limitations or
imperfections. In such cases onemay askwhether the formalismof quantum theory can be replaced, and
perhaps themeasurement statistics could admit a classical description such as a local hidden variablemodel,
evenwhen the states are non-classical for unrestrictedmeasurements. Indeed, there aremany examples of this
phenomenon. For instance, it has been known since the time of Bell that a two-qubit EPR pair has a local hidden
variable (LHV)model for the Paulimeasurements [4], even though it is the canonicalmaximally entangled
quantum state, and for generalmeasurements it can violate a Bell inequality. The fact that EPRpairs have a local
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hidden variablemodel for Paulimeasurements can be reinterpreted as a statement that the EPRpair can be
considered to be separable (i.e. non-entangled)with respect to amore general set of single-systemoperators that
consists of cubes of Bloch vectors enclosing the usual Bloch sphere [5].While the operators that correspond to
these ‘cube’Bloch vectors are not always physical, as we shall shortly describe, they can be considered as valid
state descriptions ifmeasurements are restricted to the Pauli operators.
The investigation of such non-quantum spaces resides in the study of generalized probabilistic theories
[6, 7]. This ﬁeld of research considers theoriesmore general than quantum theory by describing single- and
multi-particle systems in terms of tables of probabilities formeasurement outcomes, under various natural
constraints such as not allowing instant signaling. In principle such theories do not necessarily have an
underlying structure in terms ofHilbert spaces and operators, and can exhibit correlations that aremore
powerful than quantum theory. In the context of the example discussed in the previous paragraph, a cube of
Bloch vectors surrounding the Bloch spheremay not be valid state space in quantum theory as it contains non-
positive operators, but if we are only considering Paulimeasurements, then it gives a perfectly validway to
describe the probabilities ofmeasurement outcomes.
With suchmotivations inmind, in this paperwewill build upon these ideas to construct separable
descriptions for entangled quantum states. In particular, wewill set out toﬁnd the smallest local state spaces such
that a given quantum entangled state can be considered separable. The reason for doing this is that, as we discuss
later, such state spaces will typically be themost useful for constructing local descriptions of entangled states in
various settings. Unlike themore general formalismof generalized probabilistic theories, however, the local state
spaces that we consider still have some quantum structure in that they are sets of operators with the same
dimensions as the density operators [8]. Indeed, the only correlations thatwe consider arise fromquantum
systems.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next two sections we set up notation and deﬁnemore precisely
the various problems thatwe consider. In section 5we summarize themethods that we use. In section 6we
discuss connections between our problems and the study of cross normmeasure of entanglement [10, 11]. In
sections 7–9we construct solutions to our problems for the case ofmaximally entangled states, and in section 10
we conclude.
2.Generalized separability
In the conventional quantumdescription of entanglement, a quantum state of two ormore particles is said to be
entangled if it cannot bewritten as a probabilisticmixture of products of single-particle quantum states [13]. The
textbook example of an entangled quantum state for two d-level quantumparticles is themaximally entangled
state, denoted here by ,df ñ∣ which by a suitable local basis choice can bewritten in the form
d
jj
1
. 1d
j
d
0
1åf = ñ
=
-
∣ ( )
It is well known that this state cannot bewritten in the formof a separable state,
p , 2d d
j
j j
A
j
Båf f r r¹ Ä ( )
where j
Ar and jBr are drawn from the sets A and B of quantum states on each subsystem, and pj forms a
probability distribution.However, if we relax the restriction that the local operators j
Ar and jBr be drawn from
A and ,B thenwe can indeed ﬁnd separable decompositions for .df ñ∣ If two convex sets of operators A and
B are such that a given quantum stateΨ can bewritten as
p , 3
j
j j
A
j
Bå r rY = Ä ( )
where j
A
Ar Î and ,jB Br Î and pj forms a probability distribution, thenwewill say thatΨ is  -separable,
where  denotes the pair of sets , .A B ( )
This generalized notion of separability [7] can adopt practical signiﬁcance if the local operators in the
separable decomposition exhibit some formofwhat can be referred to as generalized positivity. In the usual study
of quantum separability, the notion of positivity amounts tomatrix-positivity of the local operators so that they
can correspond to densitymatrices. However, in other contexts, alternative notions of positivitymay be useful.
One example of such an alternative notion is positivity deﬁnedwith respect to a subset of quantum
measurements. This can be deﬁned using the notion of a dual. Given a set of operators, its dual is deﬁned as
the set of operators satisfying H HG G0 tr .*  " Î≔ { ∣ ( ) }† Due to its connectionwith the Born rule, this
deﬁnition can be used to deﬁne operators that are ‘positive’ for subsets of quantummeasurements.
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Consider a positive-operator valuedmeasurement (POVM)performed on a single quantumparticle:
M M M, 0 .i i i i å= = { }∣
Wedeﬁne the dual set of thismeasurement, denoted by ,* as the set of operators that gives positive values
under the Born rule:
X XM M: 0 tr , .i i* = " Î{ }( )∣
(Notice that a POVMconsists ofHermitian operators, so it is irrelevant whetherwe place the dagger ‘ †’ on the
Mi). In this context we say that the elements of * are positivewith respect to , ormore concisely
-positive. Related deﬁnitions appear in the context of generalized probabilistic theories [6]. Some authors deﬁne
the dual as consisting only of operators with restrictions on normalization.However, we do not do that here as in
one applicationwewill consider the construction of local hidden variablemodels, and in those contexts it turns
out to bemore natural to not impose that restriction. For an example that illustrates these ideas see ﬁgure 1.
This deﬁnition can be extended to collections of quantummeasurements. If instead of a single POVMwe
consider a collection  of POVMs on the same particle, thenwe deﬁne the dual * as the intersection of sets of
operators that give valid probability distributions for all of themeasurements in the collection
: ,* * 
 
=
Î
⋂
andwe describe the elements of * as being  -positive. Note that to be positive with respect to any set of
measurements, an operatormust have a non-negative trace. The full dual set * forms a convex cone, i.e. if
X X, ,1 2 *Î then so is x X x X1 1 2 2+ for any coefﬁcients x x, 0.1 2 
If the local operators appearing in a generalized separable decomposition are positive with respect to the
measurements on each particle, then this can help to provide classical descriptions for the state of a bipartite (or
for thatmattermultipartite) system. If, for example, the sets A and B are subsets of the cones of A -positive
and B -positive operators on particlesA andB, respectively, and if a quantum stateΨ is  -separable, then the
separable decomposition supplies a local hidden variablemodel formeasurements from A and B made onΨ
(for convenience the reason for this is explained in 4).Moreover, in some cases such separable decompositions
can help to efﬁciently classically simulate quantum entangled systems under ; see for instance [5, 14–16].
With such applications inmind, our goal in this workwill be to try to identify the smallest choices for A and
B such that themaximally entangled state df ñ∣ is  -separable.While wemake our deﬁnitions of ‘small’more
precise in the rest of the paper, themotivation for this problem is that formost reasonable forms of generalized
positivity, the positivity of a set of operators guarantees the positivity of any of its subsets, and thismeans that
identifying the smallest state spaces underwhich a given state is separable will lead us to ‘more positive’ separable
descriptions of the state. Consider, for instance, two sets A A Ì for whichwe know that a quantum stateΨ is
,A B ( )-separable (and hence also ,A B ( )-separable, because product operators from ,A B ( ) are also
products from ,A B ( )). Then, the set ofmeasurements for which A is positive cannot be smaller than the set
ofmeasurements for which A is positive. This in turn implies that ,A B ( )-separability supplies an LHV
model for a no-smaller class ofmeasurements than ,A B ( )-separability (wemake this discussionmore precise
when describing problem 3 in the next section).
Figure 1.Consider a Paulimeasurement in the z-direction. An arbitraryHermitian single-qubit operatorR can be Bloch decomposed
in the Pauli basis as R r 2
i x y z i i0, , ,å s= = ( ) (where I ,0s = and ri are real expansion coefﬁcients). As the projection operators onto the
±1 outcomes for the zs operator are given by M I 2,zs=  ( ) wemay compute thatR is in the dual of themeasurement iff
M R r rtr 0.z0 = ( ) This leads to the allowed region that is shaded in theﬁgure. For any two points in the allowed region, positive
linear combinations also fall into the allowed region, and hence the region is a cone. In some literaturewhere the normalization
constraint that Rtr 1=( ) may be added, the dual would be represented by the line r r1, 1, 1 .z0 = Î - +[ ] While this latter set is
convex, it is not a cone.
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While there can bemany deﬁnitions of ‘size’ for the sets A and ,B wewill choose deﬁnitions that enable us
tomake analytical progress, and in the process identify choices of A and B that are the ‘smallest’ possible—in
that no strict subsets of them can be chosenwhile keeping df ñ∣ separable. However, wewill see that there are
many such inequivalent solutions. Amongst them is the set of phase point operators which is used to describe the
discreteWigner function [18] (seeﬁgure 2).
3. Variants of the problem
There aremany different ways that one could deﬁne the ‘size’ of the sets , .A B  Wewill not consider speciﬁc
measurements or speciﬁc types of generalized positivity in this work, so initially wewill adopt an approach
wherewe use various norms to deﬁne the size of an operator set. Our aim is to identify state spaces that could be
useful in a broad range of situations, even though theymay not be the best choice for speciﬁc cases.
Ideally, themethodwe use to quantify the size of the sets ,A B  should reﬂect how far frommatrix-positive
the operators within ,A B  are. This is because if ,A B  consist only ofmatrix-positive operators (which is of
course not possible for an entangled state such as df ñ∣ ), then theywill be in the dual of all quantum
measurements and hence have an LHVmodel for all quantummeasurements. If we restrict ourselves to sets
,A B  ofHermitian operators, then the trace norm 1 · captures this distance frommatrix-positivity in a
satisfyingway. Indeed, forHermitian operatorsX the quantity X Xtr 2 01 - ( ( )) is equal to the sumof
the negative eigenvalues. If we further restrict our attention to local state spaces of only unit trace operators, then
because the tensor products of these operators will also be unit trace, and because the trace norm is
multiplicative for the tensor products of operators (i.e. A B A B1 1 1Ä =      ), the trace norm also
quantiﬁes the non-positivity for composite systems. This suggests that if we restrict our attention to sets ,A B 
of the unit trace operators, thenwe could deﬁne the size of a single set  by
X X: sup , 41 1 = Î   { }∣ ( )
and then deﬁne the size of both sets ,A B  together by the product of their individual sizes .A B1 1    
However, ﬁnding the smallest sets using the trace normwhile incorporating the requirement ofHermiticity
and unit trace appears to be difﬁcult. So initially wewill begin by analyzing a different problemwherewe
abandon the condition of unit trace, and allowourselves to considermore general norms · in place of the
trace norm so that nowwe deﬁne the size of a single set by
X X: sup , 5 = Î   { ∣ } ( )
althoughwe consider the problemwith orwithout the restriction ofHermiticity. This is the ﬁrst problem thatwe
consider.
Problem1. For a quantum stateΨ and for a suitable norm · what is the inﬁmum product size A B   of
all pairs of convex sets ,A B ( ) (with orwithout theHermiticity constraint) such thatΨ is  -separable?
Figure 2. (a)TheBloch ball representation of a qubit state x x. ,1
2
sr = +( ) ( ) where x is a three dimensional real vector, and s is a
vector of the three-qubit Pauli operators. The eight vertices of the cube correspond to non-quantumoperators with x= (±1,±1,±1)
. (b) and (c) are the two sets A and B of local operators on systemsA andB, respectively, with each set containing four vertices of the
cube satisfying the condition C Ctr 2 .i j ijd=( ) Speciﬁcally, the qubitmaximally entangled state is separable with respect to these two
sets, such that 2 2
1
4
f fñá =∣ ∣ 1, 1, 1r rÄ( ( ) 1, 1, 1 r- +( ) 1, 1, 1 r- - Ä( ) 1, 1, 1 r- +( ) 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1r r- - Ä - +( ) ( )
1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 .r- - Ä - - -( ) ( )) The corners of the cube are the phase point operators of the discreteWigner function for qubits.
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In section 6wewillﬁnd that (at least formultiplicative norms that satisfy the cross property, deﬁned for any
two operatorsA andB as A B A BÄ =    ) this problem is equivalent to computing the so-called
projective tensor norm (also known as greatest cross norm) that has been used already in the study of entanglement
theory [10, 11, 17]. This will enable us to draw on explicit formulas that have already been derived in previous
works, as well asmake strong connections to entanglementmeasures.
A drawback of problem 1,whichever normweuse, is that there could be two choices ,A B  and ,A B ¢ ¢
with the same size asmeasured by a norm,while still having (say) ,A A Ì ¢ and/or .B B Ì ¢ In such cases, the
sets ,A B  will be the preferential choice, as undermost notions of positivity if a set of operators is positive, then
somust be any subset. So ideally wewould like to know if there are smallest choices for , ,A B ( ) in the following
sense
Problem2.Canwe identify convex sets ,A B ( ) such thatΨ is ,A B ( )-separable, and there exist no smaller
sets , ,A B A B   ¹( ) ( )with A A Í and B B Í such thatΨ is ,A B ( )-separable?
In section 7will see that there aremany such ‘smallest’ solutions in the case of themaximally entangled state
,d df fñá∣ ∣ andwewill presentmethods of constructing a number of them.Wewill do this by initially tackling
problem 1with the norm chosen to be the 2-norm, and then showing how the solutions to problem 1 also
contain solutions to problem 2. In fact, in section 8wewillﬁnd that for the 2-norm and themaximally entangled
state we are also able to incorporate additional requirements of strictly positive or unit trace quite
straightforwardly—these conditions are useful both formeeting positivity requirements and for technical
reasons. In section 9wewill use them for constructing solutions to another variant of the problem thatwe
describe below. In the appendixwe also present a solution of problem 2 in the case of non-maximally entangled
bipartite pure states; however, it does not incorporate the requirement ofHermiticity, and the product operators
appearing in the separable decomposition are only in the dual of commuting localmeasurements.
In the context of constructing local hidden variablemodels for quantum states, there is yet anothermore
natural variant of the problem involving convex cone state spaces [7]. Roughly speaking the cone state spaces
thatwewill consider are obtained by dropping the normalization constraints that are imposedwhen deﬁning
convex state spaces. The article [7]was theﬁrst (as far as we are aware) to consider the properties of generalized
cone state spaces, partlymotivated by the study of anyons. In our context wewill use them simply because they
are amore elegant way of constructing local hidden variablemodels than the use of convex state spaces. In this
section and the next we discuss why this is, and at the same time lay out the third problem thatwewill consider in
this work.
Wewill need some terminology that is used in the study of cones; readers not familiar with cone spacesmay
ﬁndmore background in [9] or [7]. The conic hull coni ( ) generated by a set of operators  is deﬁned to be the
smallest convex cone containing , and it can be generated by taking linear combinations of elements of  with
non-negative coefﬁcients [9]. In this context we say that the elements of  are generators of coni .( ) For readers
familiar with the notion of a convex hull, the only difference between a conic hull and a convex hull is that in a
convex hull the coefﬁcients are required to be both positive and sum to 1, whereas in a conic hull the coefﬁcients
are required to be only positive. It is not difﬁcult to see from the deﬁnition of the dual that if local state spaces A
and B are contained in the dual of a collection ofmeasurements , then so are the sets coni A( ) and coni .B( )
This is because if two operators X X, A1 2 Î satisfy X Mtr 0i { } for an M ,Î then itmust be the case that
for two real x x, 01 2 
x X x X M x X M x X Mtr tr tr 0,1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 + = +( )( ) ( ) ( )
so that any conic combinationmust also be contained in the dual.
Moreover, note that as the conic hull of a set contains the set itself, i.e. coniA A Ì ( ) and coni ,B B Ì ( ) if
an operator is separable with respect to sets A and B then it is also separable with respect to the cones coni A( )
and coni .B( ) Thismeans that if we are interested in using generalized separable decompositions to construct a
local hidden variablemodel for asmany quantummeasurements as possible, then considering conic hulls can
only increase the set of states that are separable.Moreover, it turns out that separability with respect to the conic
hull of a convex set gives a local hidden variablemodel (see the next section) for precisely the same set of
measurements for which separability with respect to the generating convex set implies the existence of a local
hidden variablemodel. So if we are concernedwith local hidden variablemodels from separable
decompositions, our goal should not be to look for the smallest convex state spaces for which the quantum state
is separable, but the smallest convex cone state spaces for which the quantum state is separable.
In this context it is important to note another issue that can arise. Consider one of the two subsystems, sayA.
Suppose thatwe have two convex cones ,  of operators onA such that  is strictly containedwithin , i.e.
. Ì In such cases, onemight assume that a separable decomposition involving  would give stronger LHV
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models than a separable decomposition involving . However, in spite of the fact that , Ì it could be the
case that both sets are positive for identical sets of quantummeasurements, that is, the differences in their duals
could bemade up of operators that are not positive and hence not valid quantummeasurements5. In such cases
the separable decompositions would give local hidden variablemodels for exactly the same sets of
measurements, and therewould be no advantage in demonstrating separability using  rather than , even
though  is smaller.
To get around this problemwemust ﬁnd away of decidingwhen two sets have identical quantum
measurements in their dual.We now explain how to do this, and how it leads to the third variant of the problem
thatwe consider. First note that if A denotes the cone of localmatrix positive operators (i.e. Hermitian
operators with non-negative eigenvalues), then an operatorN satisﬁes Ntr 0A ( ) iffN is alsomatrix-
positive. Thismeans that an operator in the dual of a given local cone of operators (say coni A( )) ismatrix-
positive and hence a possible quantummeasurement operator, iff it is also in the dual of .A Anoperator is in
the dual of both these sets (coni A( ) and A ) if it is in the intersection of their duals coni ,A A* * Ç[ ( )] [ ]
which is equal to coni .A A * È[ ( )] Hence tomaximize the set ofmeasurements for which generalized
separable decompositions can supply a local hidden variablemodel, we should not look for the smallest local
cones for which the bipartite state is separable, but instead look for the smallest local cones containing the
quantum states for which the bipartite state is separable. This leads to the ﬁnal variant of the problem that we
consider
Problem3.Canwe identify local cones ,A B ( ) of operators that contain the sets of local quantumoperators
, ,A B ( ) such thatΨ is ,A B ( )-separable, and there exist no smaller cones , ,A B A B   ¹( ) ( )with
A A Í and B B Í with these properties?
Any two different solutions to problem 3will be the duals of distinct sets of quantummeasurements, and
hence provide local hidden variablemodels for different scenarios. In section 9wewill see that some of our
solutions to problems 1 and 2 for themaximally entangled state also enable us to construct solutions to
problem 3.
4. Cone separability and local hidden variablemodels
For convenience in this sectionwe explainwhy separability with respect to cone state spaces leads to a local
hidden variablemodel for thosemeasurements for which the cones are the dual. Suppose that
p A B
i
i i iår = Ä
is a separable decomposition of normalized operator ρ, whereAi andBi are  -positive (for simplicity we assume
that the samemeasurements are available to both parties). Then for local POVMS and  the outcome
probabilities are given by
M N p A M B N
p a k i b l i
tr tr tr ,
, 6
k l
i
i i k i l
i
i
å
å
r Ä =
=
( ) ( ) ( )
( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
where a k i A Mtr i k( ∣ ) ≔ ( ) and b l i B Ntr .i l( ∣ ) ≔ ( ) If a k i( ∣ ) and b l i( ∣ )were conditional probability distribu-
tions, then this expressionwould be the local hidden variablemodel that we are seeking. However, while we
know that a k i b l i, 0( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) from the fact thatAi,Bi are  -positive, they need not be normalized. However, we
do know that a k i Atr
k iå =( ∣ ) ( ) and b l i Btrl iå =( ∣ ) ( ) from the completeness of the local POVMs, andwe
also know that tr 1.r ={ } These two facts are sufﬁcient to allow us to turn equation (6) into a local hidden
variablemodel, as we nowdemonstrate.
IfAi orBi are traceless, then thatmeans that the a k i( ∣ ) or b l i( ∣ )will be all zero, andwill not contribute to the
sum in equation (6), sowemay rewrite equation (6) as
5
The simplest non-trivial example of this is the following. Consider a quantum entangled quantum state that it is separable w.r.t. the pair of
sets ,A B ( )where A is a strict subset of the cone of quantumoperators but B is larger than the cone of quantumoperators (wepick B in
this way as otherwise the state would be quantum separable). Nowpick another subset of quantumoperators A such that .A A Ì The
state will hence be separable w.r.t. ,A B ( ) too. Then, even though A is smaller than ,A the set of quantummeasurements in their duals is
identical because, as they contain only quantumoperators, they are both positive for all quantummeasurements.
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M N p a k i b l i
p A B
a k i
A
b l i
B
tr ,
tr tr
tr tr
. 7
k l
i A B
i
i A B
i i i
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tr ,tr 0
tr ,tr 0
i i
i i
å
å
r Ä =
=
>
>
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
{ }
{ }
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ∣ ) ( ∣ )
( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
Deﬁning the normalized probability distribution qi and the normalized conditional probability distributions
r k i( ∣ ) and s l i( ∣ ) by
q p A B
r k i
a k i
A
s l i
b l i
B
tr tr ,
tr
,
tr
,
i i i i
i
i
( ) ( )
( )
( )
≔
( ∣ ) ≔ ( ∣ )
( ∣ ) ≔ ( ∣ )
(the normalization of qi is enforced by the fact that ρ has unit trace), we see that equation (7) supplies a local
hidden variablemodel for the probability distribution. Sowe see that even though cones contain non-
normalized operators, a cone separable decomposition still implies the existence of a local hidden variable
model. Seeing as both a convex set and the set obtained from its conic hull are positive for precisely the same set
ofmeasurements, thismeans that separability with respect to the conic hull of a convex set provides a local
hidden variablemodel for the same set ofmeasurements.
5. Summary of results andmethod
The logical structure of the arguments that we use to solve these problems is as follows.
• Wewillﬁrst show that the solution to problem1 is equivalent to computing a particular kind of norm (known
as a cross norm) for the quantum state under consideration.
• We then show that for sets of local operators of exactly this size, a separable decomposition is only possible if
the sets contain aminimumnumber of operators of a certainminimal size (asmeasured by the 2-norm).
• In the case ofmaximally entangled states we present examples of sets of operators that are the convex hull of
suchminimal sets, and argue that no strict subset of them can be chosenwhile keeping the state generalized
separable, because any smaller subset contains too few operators of theminimal required size. These sets are
hence solutions to problem 2. The argument ismodiﬁed to give one solution for arbitrary bipartite pure states
in the appendix.
• In the case of themaximally entangled state we show that such sets can be chosen to have unit trace (including
subsets of phase point operators deﬁning discreteWigner functions as a particular case).
• We then show that the conic hulls generated by these unit trace convex sets provide solutions to problem 3.
6. Connections to cross norms
In this sectionwe show that problem 1 is closely related to the notion of cross norms In particular we show that
the cross norm Y g  (deﬁned below) is exactly theminimumpossible value of A B    in problem 1.
Consider any norm · such that on two state spaces it satisﬁes the cross property. For instance, thewell-
studied family of Schatten p-norms X Xtr ,p
p p1=  (∣ ∣ ) where p1 , < ¥ obeys the cross property [12]. For
anyﬁxed norm · on a state spacewe consider the projective tensor norm, denoted by ,g · on the tensor
product of two spaces:
X A B X A B: inf , 8
i i i i i iå å= = Äg    { }∣ ( )
where the inﬁmum is over ﬁnite sums of arbitrary operators A B,i i (not necessarily in A or B respectively). If
the norm · inside the sum is equal to the p-norm ,p · thenwe denote the corresponding projective norm
by .p,g · It has been shownby one of us [10] that a bipartite quantum state ρ is quantum separable if and only
if 1.,1r =g  Moreover, the cases of ,1g · and ,2g · have been used in the deﬁnition of entanglement
measures [10], while ,2g · was also used in [11] to formulate a computable separability criterion.
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Theorem1.Consider a general bipartite quantum stateΨ (not necessarily d df fñá∣ ∣), and · to be a (ﬁxed) norm on
the local state spaces A and ,B then
9A B Y = ¥g     ( )
where the inﬁmum is taken over all local state spaces for whichΨ is seperable.
Proof.Assumeﬁrst thatΨ is  -separable, then
p A B A B, , , 10
k
k k k k A k B åY = Ä Î Î ( )
for some choices of operators A B, .k k From the deﬁnition of the cross norm in equation (8), it follows that
p A B A Bmax . 11
k
k k k
k
k k A B   åY g           ( )
Hence, we see that the inﬁmumproduct size of the local sets is lower-bounded by the corresponding cross norm.
Wenow show that the opposite inequality holds. For simplicity we assume that the inﬁmumof equation (8) is an
achievableminimum (the argument can bemodiﬁed to hold evenwhen the inﬁmum is not achievable). Under
this assumption let
A B 12
i
i iåY = Ä ( )
be theﬁnite decomposition ofΨ that achieves Y g  in equation (8).Wemay deﬁne a probability distribution
by p A B: .i i i= Y g     Thenwe have that
p
A
A
B
B . 13
i
i
i
i
i
iåY = Y Ä Yg g  
 
  ( )
Now let A ¢ be the convex hull of the set of all operators A Ai iY g   and similarly let B ¢ be the convex
hull of the set of all operators B B .i iY g    In the separable decomposition (13), all the local operators in
the product terms from the sets ,A B ¢ ¢( ) have the same norm, equal to .Y g  The triangle inequality hence
implies that ,A B ¢ = ¢ = Y g      and hence that .A B ¢ ¢ = Y g     Hence, there are choices of
state spaces V,A B ¢ ¢ such ,A B ¢ ¢ = Y g     and the inequality (9) is tight. ,
This connection allows us to use existing results on the calculation of the cross norm. In particular, the value
of ,1g · and ,2g · has been calculated for (among others) all pure bipartite states [10], with orwithout the
requirement ofHermiticity.
Wewill nowbuild upon these results to provide solutions to problem2. In the next sectionwewill begin this
analysis by rederiving some of the results of [10] for ,2g · in the case of interest to us (themaximally entangled
state).Wewill use these observations to provide a variety of optimal solutions , ,A B  and then also provide
solutions to problem 2.
7. Solutions to problem 2 formaximally entangled states
Webegin by expanding a d×dmatrix of a single-systemoperator X Î in an orthogonal basis of d2Hermitian
operatorsCi:
X x C , 14
i
d
i i
1
2
å=
=
( )
where the expansion coefﬁcients xi Î form a d2-dimensional vector x x x x: , ,..., ,d1 2 2= ( ) and the operator
basis is chosen to satisfy the condition C C dtr .i j ijd=( ) An example of such a basis for qubit systems is the set of
Pauli operators with the identity. In such an expansion, the square of the 2-normof the operatorX is given by
xXX x x C C d x x dtr tr ,
i j i j i j i j i j i j, , ,
2* *å å d= = =  ( ) ( )† hence
xX d , 152 =    ( )
where x  is the standard Euclidean normof the vector x.
Theorem2.Consider any convex sets of operators ,A B  for which df ñ∣ is ,A B ( )-separable. Then the following
must hold: (a) ,A B  must satisfy d;A B2 2      if dA B2 2  =    then (b) the separable
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decompositionmust involve only product terms A Bk kÄ with A B d,k k2 2 =    and (c) a separable
decompositionmust contain at least d2 operators from A and B each. Finally, let Ci id 12={ } be any orthogonal basis of
Hermitian operators for d d´ matrices such that each Ci has 2-norm d ,i 2 =  if A is chosen to be the convex
hull of the Ci and B is chosen to be the convex hull of their transpositions C ,iT then (d) df ñ∣ is ,A B ( )-separable,
and (e) df ñ∣ is inseparable with respect to any strict subsets of , .A B 
Proof.Parts (a) and (c) are existing results, either following from the calculation of ,2g · in [10], or from the
Schmidt decomposition applied to the operator space.However, wewill also rederive them as it will help us to
prove the remaining parts. First, note that if there is a convex operator decomposition such as
p A B , 16d d
k
k k kåf f = Ä ( )
where pk is a probability distribution and Ak AÎ and B ,k BÎ then theHilbert–Schmidt inner product of
both sides with the basis ofHermitian operators C Ci j
TÄ mustmatch. Expressing A Ck ik ia= å and
B C ,k j
k
j
T*b= å( ) where ka and k *b( ) (the conjugate is incorporated into the deﬁnition for later convenience)
are complex expansion vectors representingAk andBk, respectively, and using C C C C dtr tri j i
T
j
T
ijd= =( ) ( )
and the identity X Y XY dtr ,d d
Tf fá Ä ñ =∣ ∣ ( ) wemust have
d p . 17ij
k
k i
k
j
k2 *åd a b= ( ) ( )
All the statements of the theorem are short consequences of the above identity. In particular, summing over the
d2 terms involving i= j gives:
d d p
p
,
1 , , 18
k
k
i
i
k
i
k
k
k
k k
2 2 *å å
å b a
a b=
 = á ñ
( )
( )
where ,k kb aá ñ represents the inner product. Thismeans that the average of the inner products of ka and kb is
equal to 1.Hence, by convexity and theCauchy–Schwarz inequality, itmust be the case that
max 1,k k k a b   and hence, using equation (15) and the fact that   is no less than · for one of its
elements, gives d,A B2 2      proving (a). If we now restrict our attention to only sets satisfying
d,A B2 2  =    thismeans that wemust have 1.k k a b   Hence, by convexity and theCauchy–
Schwarz inequality, the only way that equation (18) can be true is if theCauchy–Schwarz inequality is tight, so
that k, 1 .k k k ka b b a= á ñ = "   This can only be true if kb and ka are proportional, and from
, 1k kb aá ñ = we get thatwemust have k k k2b a b=  for all k. This implies (b), and shows that there is a
trade-off—the smaller the 2-normof one state space is, the larger the 2-normof the othermust be.
To see that at least d2 operators are required, let us put the fact that k k k2b a b=  back into equation (17)
to get
d p
d
,
, 19
i j
k
k
k
i
k
j
k
i j
k
i
k
j
k
,
2 2
,
2
*
*
å
å
bd a a
d a a
=
 =
  ( )
( )˜ ˜ ( )
wherewe have deﬁned newunnormalized vectors p: .k k
k ka b a=  ˜ Wemaynow reinterpret this equation
in the followingway. For ﬁxediwe consider the coefﬁcients i
ka˜ for varying k to be coefﬁcients of a vector of
lengthN, whereN (which in principle could be very large) is the number of different values of k in the sum (19).
Then equation (19) tells us that we have d2 such vectors of norm d1 , and they form an orthogonal set (in the
dimensionN vector space). For it to be possible to pick d2 orthogonal vectors, kmust range over at least d2 values,
hence proving (c).
To show (d)note that setting p d1 ,k
2= : ,jk jkb d= and : ,jk jka d= trivially satisﬁes equation (17), showing
that (the convex hull of) any orthogonal basis Ci{ }of operators satisfying C C dtr i j ijd=( ) provides suitable
choices for A and B (by setting B AT = ).
Finally, to show (e)note that for 0, 1l Î ( ) the strict inequality X Y1 2l l+ - ( ) X 2l<  
Y1 2l+ - ( ) X Ymax ,2 2    { }holds ifX,Y are not proportional to each other (this follows from
Cauchy–Schwarz, and it does not hold for the trace norm). Hence, no other operators within the convex hull of
the d2 operatorsCi can attain a 2-normof d , and hence a strict subset cannot satisfy the necessary condition
(b). ,
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These observations provide uswith amethod of constructing solutions to problems 1 and 2.However, in
some contexts it is useful tomake further restrictions, e.g. that the operators in ,A B  are of strictly positive
trace or of unit trace. It is straightforward (wedescribe this later) to include these requirements in the context of
the 2-norm.Wewill use the resulting solutions to construct solutions to problem 3.
In the appendixwe prove that parts of theorem2 also generalize to arbitrary bipartite pure states, providing
one solution of problem 2 for all bipartite pure states.
8. Incorporating positive or unit trace
The previous sections show that any orthogonal basis of d2Hermitian operators normalized to C C dtr i j ijd=( )
provides a solution to both problem 1 (in the case of the 2-norm) and problem 2.However, these solutions can
in principle contain operators that are not positive for some important forms of generalized positivity. For
instance, if an operator has negative or complex trace, then it cannot be in the dual of any POVM. Sowewould
like to consider adding a constraint that the trace is positive. In this sectionwe showhow this can be done
straightforwardly formaximally entangled states.
To obtain such solutionswe simply need toﬁnd bases ofHermitian operators with positive trace. This can be
done using theGram–Schmidt process. If we start from anyHermitian basisCi for which theﬁrst element is the
identity C ,1 =  and the remainingCi are traceless, then imposing the requirement that ,A B  contain
Hermitian operators with positive trace amounts to demanding that the expansion vectors ,k ka b are real, and
that their ﬁrst components are positive numbers. If we consider only solutions that are constructed as the convex
hull of d2 orthogonal operators of 2-norm d , thenﬁnding the appropriate vectors ,k ka b is equivalent to
picking a d d2 2´ real orthogonalmatrix such that the top row consists of real positive coefﬁcients, and can be
solved using theGram–Schmidt procedure.
In the next sectionwewill need to use solutions that are not only of positive trace, but of unit trace.We can
obtain such solutions in the sameway: if we consider only solutions that are constructed as the convex hull of d2
orthogonal operators of 2-norm d , thenﬁnding the appropriate vectors ,k ka b is equivalent to picking a
d d2 2´ real orthogonalmatrix such that the top row consists of d d d1 , 1 , 1 ,.. ,( ) and this can also be solved
using theGram-Schmidt procedure.
Amongst these unit trace solutions there exists one type that is alreadywidely used in the construction of
classicalmodels: the d2 subsets of the phase point operators [18] that describe discreteWigner functions. Each
such subset provides aHermitian unit trace orthogonal basis of the correct norm. In the case of d= 2 it can be
shown that the only unit traceHermitian operator basis satisfying C C dtr i j ijd=( ) are tetrahedra that are
unitary rotations or transpositions of the example presented inﬁgure 2.However, for higher dimensions d> 2,
there are inequivalent solutions that do not share the same spectrum and hence are not unitarily equivalent to
subsets of phase point operators. Our analysis shows that any quantummeasurements in the dual of such sets
will have local hidden variablemodels for themaximally entangled state, going beyond constructions available
via a discreteWigner function approach.
9. Solutions to problem 3 for themaximally entangled state
In this sectionwe show that conic hulls generated from the unit trace operator bases in the previous section can
enable us to provide solutions to problem3. The strategy of our solutions to problems 1 and 2was to show that if
themaximally entangled state is separable with respect to given state spaces, then theremust be operators in
those state spaces of a big enough norm. As convex cones contain operators of arbitrary norm,we cannot apply
this strategy to problem 3withoutmodiﬁcation.Wewill get around this problemby restricting our attention to
cones that can be generated as the conic hulls of convex sets of operators with unit trace.Wewill argue that these
convex sets cannot bemade smaller while preserving separability, and thereby also argue that the convex cones
cannot bemade smaller while preserving separability.
Let ,A B  denote any set of unit trace orthogonal basis operators constructed in the previous section, and
let ,A B  denote the local quantum states on systemsA,B respectively. Consider coni A A È( ) and
coni .B B È( ) As the generators of these conic hulls all have strictly positive trace, all operators in the
resulting cones will have strictly positive trace except for the 0 operator. Thismeans that we can assume that any
cone-separable decomposition of themaximally entangled state:
p A B A B, coni , conid d
k
k k k k A A k B B   È Èåf f = Ä Î Î( ) ( )
only contains local operators on the right-hand side that have strictly positive trace (any contribution from the
trivial 0 operator can be discarded). Hence by dividing the operators on the right-hand side by their trace, we
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may recover a separable decomposition in terms of only unit trace operators from the cones:
p A B
A
A
B
B
tr tr
tr tr
20d d
k
k k k
k
k
k
k
åf f = Ä( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
(in this equation it is easy to verify that p A Btr trk k k( ) ( )will be a probability distribution from the normalization
of d df fñá∣ ∣). Thismeans that if a state is separable with respect to the conic hulls of operators with strictly positive
trace, then the state is also separable with respect to the convex subsets of the cones consisting of only unit trace
operators.
To these convex subsets wemay now apply theorem 2. In order for such a separable decomposition (20) to
exist for themaximally entangled states, thenwe know that the unit trace operators on the rhsmust have a
minimum2-normof d .Note that any unit trace operator in the conic hullsmust be a convex combination of
the unit trace generators. Using the fact that for the 2-norm the strict inequality
X Y X Y X Y1 1 max ,2 2 2 2 2l l l l+ - < + -         ( ) ( ) { }holds ifX,Y are not proportional to
each other, we hence see that the normalized operators appearing in equation (20)must be precisely the
operators from , ,A B  because the quantum states have a 2-norm that is too small (their 2-norm is equal to
the 2-normof the vector of eigenvalues, and hence is 1 ). The only unit tracemember of the conic hulls with a
high enough 2-normof d are hence the ,A B  —all the extremal points of the original sets are needed
for the separable decomposition because all other unit trace operators have a 2-norm that is strictly less than d ,
thereby violating the requirement of theorem2 part (b). Hence the conic hull state spaces coni A A È( ) and
coni B B È( ) cannot bemade smaller, as theymust contain the ,A B  aswell as the local quantum states.
Hencewe have the following.
Theorem3.Consider coni A A È( ) and coni B B È( )where ,A B  give a unit trace solution to problem
2 for themaximally entangled state. Then coni A A È( ) and coni B B È( ) is a solution to problem 3 for the
maximally entangled state.
This implies that if we consider any twounitarily inequivalent ,A B  = ( ) and ,A B  ¢ = ¢ ¢( ) that
have been constructed for problem 2, as is possible for d 2,> then the separable decomposition resulting from
the conic hulls of these states with the quantum states will supply LHVmodels for distinct and unitarily
inequivalent sets ofmeasurements. In this sense our constructions generalize the local hidden variablemodels
that one can construct fromdiscreteWigner functions.
Figure 3 depicts (a) the convex hull of ,A A ⋃ and (b) its dual, when d= 2.Operationally thismeans that
the qubit Bell state f ñ+∣ has a local hidden variablemodel set of POVMs A onA and MB AT = onB, where
the elements of A are proportional to r s+ · and r is a vector from the convex set inﬁgure 3(b).
10. Conclusions
Wehave determined local state spaces that admit a separable decomposition of an entangled pure state yñ∣ and
cannot bemade strictly smaller whilemaintaining separability. In the context ofmaximally entangled states, in
particular where the local state spaces can be chosen to have unit trace, this has applications in constructing local
hidden variablemodels.
Figure 3.Generators of conic hulls for problem 3when d= 2. (a)The convex hull the quantum states (Bloch sphere)with the set A
shown inﬁgure 1(b). The convex cone generated by this set features in a solution to problem 3. (b)The dual of the convex hull,
representing the quantummeasurement directions for which A is in the dual.
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Ourmeasure of ‘smallest’ state space is given by the operator 2-normnot only because it renders the
optimization of problem1 analytically tractable, but also because it enables solutions of problem 2 and problem
3.We do note, however, that using the trace normwould bemore natural when searching for states spaces of
operators that are not very negative; furtherwork is required to explore this option.
We havemade a connection between cross norms and generalized separability, and it is likely that these
connections can be generalizedwhen considering other notions of positivity for the local state spaces.
It will also be interesting to knowwhether it is possible to extend themethod from the bipartite to the
multipartite case, where very little is known about classicalmodels for quantum states.
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Appendix. A solution to problem2 for bipartite pure states
Wemay obtain a solution to problem 2 for general bipartite pure states by applying similar considerations to the
maximally entangled case. Consider a bipartite pure state written in Schmidt form:
ii ,
i
iåy lñ = ñ∣ ∣
with 0.i l Weassume that the Schmidt rank ismaximal, else we truncate the local quantum state spaces to
dimension d, where d is the Schmidt rank. Using the Schmidt basis i ,ñ{∣ } wemay construct an orthogonal basis
for the local operator space consisting of the d2 operators:
C i j ,ij = ñá∣ ∣
note that C Ctr .ij kl
T
ij kl,d=( ) Suppose that we have a separable decomposition of yñ∣ as follows:
p A B .
k
N
k k k
1
åy yñá = Ä
=
∣ ∣
Let us decompose the local operators as A Ck ij ij
k
ij
Tå a= and B C .k ij ijk ijT*å b= ( ) Using these deﬁnitionswe
may compute
C C
p
,
. A.1
gh ij g h gh ij
k
N
k gh
k
ij
k
,
1
*å
y y l l d
a b
á Ä ñ=
=
=
( )
∣ ∣
( )
Summing the equation over g i h j,= = gives
p , , A.2
g
g
k
k
k k
2⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟å å b al = ( )
where ka and kb are d 12 ´ vectors of coefﬁcients ijka and ijkb respectively, and ,k kb aá ñ symbolizes their inner
product. If we nowmake the restriction that the ,k ka b corresponding to the local operators satisfy
, ,k k
g g2 2
åa b l    then byCauchy–Schwarz the onlyway that equation (A.2) can be true is if each ka
and kb are equal, and they all have 2-norm equal to .
g gå l Note that in terms of the operators we have that
A A Atr ,k k k
k
2 2a= =   { }† and similarly B d ,k k2 2b=    and so this condition can also be
expressed as A B, .k k g g2 2 å l=    Wemay place the restriction back into equation (A.1) to get
C C
d p
,
. A.3
gh ij g h gh ij
k
N
k gh
k
ij
k
,
2
1
*å
y y l l d
a a
á Ä ñ=
=
=
( )
∣ ∣
( )
Weare looking for solutions of this equation under the constraint that .k
g g2 åa l=  This equationmay be
reinterpreted as an orthogonality relation between d2 vectors labeled by i j, ,withN components in each vector
(the size of the range of k). Hencewe need at least N d2 orthogonal vectors of dimension d2.
We are now in the following position: if we canﬁnd a solution to equation (A.3) involving d2 operators such
that each k
g g2 åa l=  then in analogy to themaximally entangled case, such a separable decomposition
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will be a solution to problem2, as no other set of operators in the convex hull will have enough operators of high
enough norm.
Wenow exhibit such a separable decomposition. Deﬁne the operatorA ij as:
A i j .ij
g
g
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ålñá≔ ∣ ∣
It is easy to check that the 2-normof these operators is .
g gå l If we deﬁne a probability distribution over i j, by
p ,ij
i j
g g
2å
l l
l( )≔
then it is not difﬁcult to check that
p A A .
i j
ij
ij ij
,
å y yÄ = ñá∣ ∣
Although this is a solution to problem2 for general bipartite pure states, it has the disadvantage that the operators
A ij are only in the dual ofmeasurements in the computational basis. In futurework it will be interesting to
explore whether alternative solutions are possible.
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